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hi.
       SO YOU WANT TO LEARN HOW TO   
 CREATE BETTER IMAGERY?!

On social media, I am frequently asked how my clients are able 
to get such a great range of usable images for their websites 
- images that stand out and quickly grab the attention of their 
online audience.

And the answer is simple: Every shot is a HERO Image.

About 90% of my clients have the advantage of having me on 
set to walk them through their rebrand shoots but whether 
you are creating imagery for your blog or setting out to 
completely rebrand a website yourself, focusing on the 
guidelines I’ve created to capture HERO Imagery will give you 
the same results we achieve on set.

In this guide I will walk you through:

1. What HERO Imagery is and WHY You need it

2. What you need BEFORE creating HERO Imagery

3. The Three Main Types of HERO Imagery Designs I Use

4. How to Use HERO Imagery Across Your Platforms:
Landing Page | Website | Instagram Story | Promotional Ads

WELL, I’M HERE TO HELP YOU!
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what is
HERO IMAGERY? AND WHY YOU NEED IT!

HERO images are the immediate visual 
connection points that your potential 
customers will use to assess your brand...in other 
words; It’s your brand’s visual first impression. 

The purpose of HERO images are to establish and 
affirm your professionalism, industry status and 
most importantly evoke an emotion to draw your 
audience in to experience the unique and 
intentional journey that you brand is creating.

Hero imagery literally saves the day! They are 
your weapon against becoming mediocre and 
forgettable in the eyes of your audience.

In the highly visual world we now do business
within, consumers have about three seconds to 
assess whether or not they will engage with your 
online platforms (website, sales pages, 
social media, etc.) 

YES, three seconds - if you’re lucky. 

ORIGINAL HERO IMAGE

PROMOTIONAL GRAPHICS EDUCATIONAL TOOLS

WEBSITE MEDIA KITS

SOCIAL MEDIA PROMO PINTEREST 

AND MUCH MORE.. .
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HERO Images can be used across your brand in some the following ways:

Photography: Pierre Lamon Photography
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what you need
BEFORE YOU START TO CREATE HERO IMAGERY.
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Just like anything of substance, you can not jump into it without properly being prepared -
creating HERO imagery is no different. Here is a short list of musts-haves:

• Pre-determined Brand Aesthetic or 4-6 complimentary brand colors/palette
• Props/Wardrobe
• Photoshoot Locations 
• Preliminary Shot List
• Photographer
• Shared Pinterest Inspiration Board
• The Spark Method: HERO Imagery Brainstorm Cheat Sheet

BRAND COLOR PALETTE POTENTIAL WARDROBE

PINTEREST INSPIRATION
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This HERO Imagery Brainstorm Cheat sheet was created to provide a shortcut between 
your ideas and your final HERO Images. 

Directions: Print this sheet out when prepping for your next brand shoot and work 
through each prompt to determine where and when you will have your HERO shoot 

and what will be featured.

BRAND NAME: SHOOT DATE & TIME:

POTENTIAL SHOOT LOCATIONS: PROP/WARDROBE LIST:

One of the most important steps that most creatives miss when planning for their brand 
shoot, is they fail to think about what they are promoting and why. This is one of, if not, 
one of the most important questions to ask yourself. From there, thinking about which 

platform(s) you will promote on will allow you to choose the best 
type of HERO image to create. 

WHAT AM I PROMOTING? & WHY?: WHAT PLATFORMS AM I PROMOTING ON?:

PRO TIP: Share this sheet with everyone on your team before execution. Not only 
will you all be on the same page but more ideas can be sparked through 
collaboration. 

HERO Imagery Brainstorm Cheat Sheet Pt.1
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hero imagery 
RIGHT/LEFT ALIGNED 

The purpose of Hero Imagery, is again, to captivate your audience and draw 
them further into your website/sales page/etc., so there should be a specific 
focus to make sure that there is a clean area for your call to action text. 

When creating a Right/Left Aligned HERO Image, be sure that you and your 
photographer choose a shoot location that has the proper amount of light and 
the medium behind you is not overly distracting. While shooting, you want to 
make sure that you capture photos of yourself, or props, that are overly 
positioned to the far right of left. This creates an ample amount of 
blank/negative space to place your call to action text. 

Tip: Try a few different poses, prop styling arrangements, to give yourself or 
your web designer a variety and prevent the need to reshoot. Also, capture all 
of your outfit changes in these hero imagery configurations - having options is 
the name of the game! 

TIP: Try using a gradient tool if the background of your Right/Left Aligned Hero Image is too dark.
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CLIENT HOME PAGE DESIGN

CLEAR LOGO PLACEMENT

RIGHT ALIGNED IMAGE

Photography: Ashley Burns Photography

CALL TO ACTION TEXT
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hero imagery 
‘10 TO 2’ POSITIONED PROPS

When creating “10 to 2” positioned props Hero Imagery, the focus is not on a singular person, 
place or thing but rather the mood you are looking to portray. 

Once you have gathered your props, found a well light location, be it in a studio or using natural 
light, it’s time to start testing arrangements. When designing this HERO Image think of a clock - 
keeping in mind that the majority of your props should fall into where the 10 hand and 2 hand, 
on a clock falls. Continuously switch out different items until you have found a good balance 
between brand colors and your personal aesthetic pleasure.

The key is to keep your industry in mind! For example: If you are catering company, like Get 
Plated Co. featured below, then there should be elements that suggest you will be preparing an 
amazing meal. Get Plated Co. is not your ordinary white glove/stuffy catering company - they 
offer farm to table concepts with a fresh and modern twist. I designed their HERO Image to 
compliment their brand’s personality and service offerings, while remaining cohesive to the 
brand aesthetic we solidified before the shoot.

TIP: Try not to overwhelm your ‘10 to 2’ Hero Image. You will be placing text and other important verbiage in 
the center and do not want to overwhelm the visitor’s eye. 
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CLIENT HOME PAGE DESIGN

‘2’ POSITIONED PROPS

BRAND LOGO PLACEMENT

Photography: Harmony In Happen Stance

‘10’ POSITIONED PROPS
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hero imagery 
OVERHEAD NEGATIVE SPACE

This may be my favorite HERO Image design and the configuration I generally 
use for the exceptionally modern brands that I work with.

Overhead Negative Space Hero Imagery is simply when the main focus of your 
image, whether it is a person, place or thing, is centered at the base of your 
photo and there is a clean area directly above. Again, the Hero Imagery has 
two purposes: (1) capture attention (2) evoke engagement. 

The text or call to action that is placed in the empty and clean space in the 
uppermost area of your photo will support the desire for your audience to 
continue to scroll through your site and/or click your ad. Let’s take a look at 
Nicole Brody Photography for more insight.

After determining that the industry is a bit oversaturated and the need for 
Nicole to solidify a signature photography style (Millennial Renaissance), a 
stunning photo was chosen to match that emotion but also clearly display her 
web menu and allow web visitors to easily interact with the site.

TIP: Combining Overhead Negative Space + Right/Left Aligned Hero Images offers an even more sleek and 
clean presence.
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CLIENT HOME PAGE DESIGN

CLEAN MENU DESIGN

MAIN CENTERED IMAGE

Photography: Nicole Brody Photography

UPPER NEGATIVE SPACE
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Tackling a website redesign that is full of Hero Images can be overwhelming. 

Directions: Print and use this cheatsheet to brainstorm 
each image to stay organized and focused.

TYPE OF HERO IMAGE: PLACEMENT OF HERO IMAGE:

CALL TO ACTION: ADDITIONAL NOTES:

HERO Imagery Brainstorm Cheat Sheet Pt.2

TYPE OF HERO IMAGE: PLACEMENT OF HERO IMAGE:

CALL TO ACTION: ADDITIONAL NOTES:

TYPE OF HERO IMAGE: PLACEMENT OF HERO IMAGE:

CALL TO ACTION: ADDITIONAL NOTES:
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how to use
HERO IMAGERY ACROSS YOUR PLATFORMS

Case Study | Kate Rae Digital: The new visual presence of the Kate Rae Digital brand has complete-
ly transformed owner Kate Miller’s, social media management agency. And as a result, continues to 
elevate her services and overall exposure while she consistently markets her business. We determined 
it was important to pull in the cool. calm and natural elements to appeal to a natural aesthetic while 
positioning Kate as a reputable business. With the addition of smart texture and lifestyle elements - 
the brand remains trendy in a way that will stand the test of time. 

We went with a Right Aligned Hero Image for 
Kate’s home page image and as you can see, 
there is a ton of versatility that this type of 
Hero Image offers. When translating to her social 
media feed, all Kate has to do is crop her main 
hero image to fit into the 1080px by 1080px 
Instagram square.
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Photography: Ashleigh Bing Photography



how to use
HERO IMAGERY ACROSS YOUR PLATFORMS

Here is where the brainstorm cheat sheets really 
can come in handy. During the preparation for the 
7Lux Essentials brand shoot, I was able to capture  
Left/Right Aligned photos. As you can see, two 
different photos were selected for their landing 
page image and positioned to fit the dimensions 
of the platform being used. 

Case Study | 7 Lux Essentials: Infuses touches of millennial style with classic and clean lines and finish-
ing with bold and unique font selections make the brand ultra feminine but flexible to appeal to all. 
The soft color palette allows for the brand photography and the results 7Lux Essentials Interiors will 
deliver, to stand out. The 7 Lux Essentials brand is now a retreat for potential clients to learn more 
about the philosophies that owners, Celeste and Kadija, have created for a functional and effortless 
approach to interior design.
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ENROLLMENT NOW OPEN 
FOR THE INDUSTRY’S FIRST REBRANDING E-COURSE

Is your website outdated? Ineffective? And need of a serious uplift?
BUT you don’t have the budget to work 1:1 with a designer?

The mission of The Spark Method: Rebranding Made Easy is to reteach 
creative entrepreneurs how to effectively build a brand that converts! 
So many have been taught the opposite way to build a website/brand, 
primarily focusing on the aesthetics first without building a solid foun-
dation of brand principles. 

This is the wrong way to do it. 

The Spark Method takes the experience of the entrepreneur to 
rebuild their foundation on proven principles and processes & gives 
them the power to create a unique and professional logo and 
website all in just 6 weeks! 

Here’s What We’ll Cover:
Week One: Solidifying Your Why & Service Offerings
Week Two: Personifying & Positioning Your Ideal Client
Week Three: Amazing Aesthetics: Learn to Design Like a Pro
Week Four: Redesigning Your Site w/ Site 
Week Five: Kicking Off Your Brand with Paying Customers
Week Six: WIX Week - Building it All

CLICK HERE TO CLAIM YOUR SEAT!

There is ZERO design experience needed to learn how to build a stunning 
brand that works for you while increasing your income and visibility! 

“EVERYTHING YOU ARE DREAMING OF, IS POSSIBLE ON YOUR ON TERMS.” - TIFFANY TOLLIVER

https://bit.ly/2IdAhzM

